Obtaining malignant melanoma indicators through statistical analysis of 3D skin surface disruptions.
It has been observed that disruptions in skin patterns are larger for malignant melanoma (MM) than benign lesions. In order to extend the classification results achieved for 2D skin patterns, this work intends to investigate the feasibility of lesion classification using 3D skin surface texture, in the form of surface normals acquired from a previously built six-light photometric stereo device. The proposed approach seeks to separate MM from benign lesions through analysis of the degree of surface disruptions in the tilt and slant direction of surface normals, so called skin tilt pattern and skin slant pattern. A 2D Gaussian function is used to simulate a normal region of skin for comparison with a lesion's observed tilt and slant patterns. The differences associated with the two patterns are estimated as the disruptions in the tilt and slant pattern respectively for lesion classification. Preliminary studies on 11 MMs and 28 benign lesions have given Receiver operating characteristic areas of 0.73 and 0.85 for tilt and slant pattern, respectively, which are better than 0.65 previously obtained for the skin line direction using the same samples. This paper has demonstrated an important application of 3D skin texture for computer-assisted diagnosis of MM in vivo. By taking advantage of the extra dimensional information, preliminary studies suggest that some improvements over the existing 2D skin line pattern approach for the differentiation between MM and benign lesions.